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“A mesmerizing account that illuminates not just the Napoleonic wars but all of modern history . . . It reads like a novel”
(Lynn Hunt, Eugen Weber Professor of modern European history, UCLA). The twentieth century is usually seen as “the
century of total war.” But as the historian David A. Bell argues in this landmark work, the phenomenon actually began
much earlier, in the era of muskets, cannons, and sailing ships—in the age of Napoleon. In a sweeping, evocative
narrative, Bell takes us from campaigns of “extermination” in the blood-soaked fields of western France to savage street
fighting in ruined Spanish cities to central European battlefields where tens of thousands died in a single day. Between
1792 and 1815, Europe plunged into an abyss of destruction. It was during this time, Bell argues, that our modern
attitudes toward war were born. Ever since, the dream of perpetual peace and the nightmare of total war have been
bound tightly together in the Western world—right down to the present day, in which the hopes for an “end to history”
after the cold war quickly gave way to renewed fears of full-scale slaughter. With a historian’s keen insight and a
journalist’s flair for detail, Bell exposes the surprising parallels between Napoleon’s day and our own—including the way
that ambitious “wars of liberation,” such as the one in Iraq, can degenerate into a gruesome guerrilla conflict. The result
is a book that is as timely and important as it is unforgettable. “Thoughtful and original . . . Bell has mapped what is a
virtually new field of inquiry: the culture of war.” —Steven L. Kaplan, Goldwin Smith Professor of European history, Cornell
University
'A compulsive page-turner ... a triumph of brilliant storytelling ... an instant classic that is an awesome, remarkable and
exuberant achievement' Simon Sebag Montefiore Winner of the Wolfson History Prize and shortlisted for the Duff Cooper
Prize In the summer of 1812 Napoleon, the master of Europe, marched into Russia with the largest army ever
assembled, confident that he would sweep everything before him. Yet less than two years later his empire lay in ruins,
and Russia had triumphed. This is the first history to explore in depth Russia's crucial role in the Napoleonic Wars, recreating the epic battle between two empires as never before. Dominic Lieven writes with great panache and insight to
describe from the Russians' viewpoint how they went from retreat, defeat and the burning of Moscow to becoming the
new liberators of Europe; the consequences of which could not have been more important. Ultimately this book shows,
memorably and brilliantly, Russia embarking on its strange, central role in Europe's existence, as both threat and
protector - a role that continues, in all its complexity, into our own lifetimes.
"A feat of both scholarship and storytelling" (Wall Street Journal)--the definitive history of a powerful family dynasty who
dominated Europe for centuries. In The Habsburgs, Martyn Rady tells the epic story of a dynasty and the world it
built--and then lost--over nearly a millennium. From modest origins, the Habsburgs gained control of the Holy Roman
Empire in the fifteenth century. Then, in a few decades, their possessions rapidly expanded to take in a large part of
Europe, stretching from Hungary to Spain, and parts of the New World and the Far East. The Habsburgs dominated
Central Europe through the First World War. Historians often depict the Habsburgs as leaders of a ramshackle empire.
But Rady reveals their enduring power, driven by the belief that they were destined to rule the world as defenders of the
Roman Catholic Church, guarantors of peace, and patrons of learning. This is the remarkable history of a dynasty that
forever changed Europe and the world.
An analysis of crucial moments in the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars by one of the leading military
historians of the twentieth century.
Few military careers have rivalled the drama of those 26 officers who became Napoleon's marshals. First published in
1987, and written by a team of military historians, this text records these individual careers with verve and accuracy.
One of the leading voices on national-security issues in the US Congress demonstrates how words have been sharp and
powerful weapons of victory in this compilation of great military speeches that helped turn the tide of history.
Congressman Israel has included speeches that have motivated and mobilized, challenged and comforted. Some were
blurted in the heat of combat, others carefully written in places far removed from the brutality of the battlefield, but all will
inspire readers with the courage that moved people forward against all odds. This dramatic sweep of military history in
the words of history's military leaders serves to reinforce the concept that the pen is mightier than the sword.
Congressman Steve Israel represents New York's second district and is a member of the House Appropriations
Committee and former member of the Armed Services Committee.
This analysis of the Duke of Marlborough's qualities as a military leader is set against the military realities of the period.
A panoramic history of the savage combat on the Western Front between 1914 and 1918 that came to define modern warfare. The
Western Front evokes images of mud-spattered men in waterlogged trenches, shielded from artillery blasts and machine-gun fire
by a few feet of dirt. This iconic setting was the most critical arena of the Great War, a 400-mile combat zone stretching from
Belgium to Switzerland where more than three million Allied and German soldiers struggled during four years of almost continuous
combat. It has persisted in our collective memory as a tragic waste of human life and a symbol of the horrors of industrialized
warfare. In this epic narrative history, the first volume in a groundbreaking trilogy on the Great War, acclaimed military historian
Nick Lloyd captures the horrific fighting on the Western Front beginning with the surprise German invasion of Belgium in August
1914 and taking us to the Armistice of November 1918. Drawing on French, British, German, and American sources, Lloyd weaves
a kaleidoscopic chronicle of the Marne, Passchendaele, the Meuse-Argonne, and other critical battles, which reverberated across
Europe and the wider war. From the trenches where men as young as 17 suffered and died, to the headquarters behind the lines
where Generals Haig, Joffre, Hindenburg, and Pershing developed their plans for battle, Lloyd gives us a view of the war both
intimate and strategic, putting us amid the mud and smoke while at the same time depicting the larger stakes of every encounter.
He shows us a dejected Kaiser Wilhelm II—soon to be eclipsed in power by his own generals—lamenting the botched Schlieffen
Plan; French soldiers piling atop one another in the trenches of Verdun; British infantryman wandering through the frozen
wilderness in the days after the Battle of the Somme; and General Erich Ludendorff pursuing a ruthless policy of total war, leading
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an eleventh-hour attack on Reims even as his men succumbed to the Spanish Flu. As Lloyd reveals, far from a site of attrition and
stalemate, the Western Front was a simmering, dynamic “cauldron of war” defined by extraordinary scientific and tactical
innovation. It was on the Western Front that the modern technologies—machine guns, mortars, grenades, and howitzers—were
refined and developed into effective killing machines. It was on the Western Front that chemical warfare, in the form of poison gas,
was first unleashed. And it was on the Western Front that tanks and aircraft were introduced, causing a dramatic shift away from
nineteenth-century bayonet tactics toward modern combined arms, reinforced by heavy artillery, that forever changed the face of
war. Brimming with vivid detail and insight, The Western Front is a work in the tradition of Barbara Tuchman and John Keegan,
Rick Atkinson and Antony Beevor: an authoritative portrait of modern warfare and its far-reaching human and historical
consequences.
Reprinted due to popular demand, this classic biography traces Napoleon's career from his youthful days of Corsican nationalism;
to the introduction to French warfare at Toulon, and his phenomenal rise to power through the military machine, when, at the age
of thirty, he became the de facto ruler of France. Dr David Chandler retells in a lively narrative, the soldier-genius's hard-fought
battles at Marengo, Austerlitz, Jeana-Auerstadt and Friedland, the Spanish encounters, the Russian campaign and Waterloo.
"In his lucid and bracing history, [David] Bell helps us better understand how [a] charismatic grifter came to occupy the most
powerful office in the world . . . Bell’s description of our predicament makes for essential reading." —Robert Zaretsky, Los Angeles
Review of Books An immersive examination of why the age of democratic revolutions was also a time of hero worship and
strongmen In Men on Horseback, the Princeton University historian David A. Bell offers a dramatic new interpretation of modern
politics, arguing that the history of democracy is inextricable from the history of charisma, its shadow self. Bell begins with
Corsica’s Pasquale Paoli, an icon of republican virtue whose exploits were once renowned throughout the Atlantic World. Paoli
would become a signal influence in both George Washington’s America and Napoleon Bonaparte’s France. In turn, Bonaparte
would exalt Washington even as he fashioned an entirely different form of leadership. In the same period, Toussaint Louverture
sought to make French Revolutionary ideals of freedom and equality a reality for the formerly enslaved people of what would
become Haiti, only to be betrayed by Napoleon himself. Simon Bolivar witnessed the coronation of Napoleon and later sought
refuge in newly independent Haiti as he fought to liberate Latin America from Spanish rule. Tracing these stories and their
interconnections, Bell weaves a spellbinding tale of power and its ability to mesmerize. Ultimately, Bell tells the crucial and
neglected story of how political leadership was reinvented for a revolutionary world that wanted to do without kings and queens. If
leaders no longer rule by divine right, what underlies their authority? Military valor? The consent of the people? Their own Godlike
qualities? Bell’s subjects all struggled with this question, learning from each other’s example as they did so. They were men on
horseback who sought to be men of the people—as Bell shows, modern democracy, militarism, and the cult of the strongman all
emerged together. Today, with democracy’s appeal and durability under threat around the world, Bell’s account of its dark twin is
timely and revelatory. For all its dangers, charisma cannot be dispensed with; in the end, Bell offers a stirring injunction to
reimagine it as an animating force for good in the politics of our time.
"One of the best novelists since Jane Austen....The Hundred Days may be the best installment yet....I give O'Brian's fans joy of
it."—Philadelphia Inquirer Napoleon, escaped from Elba, pursues his enemies across Europe like a vengeful phoenix. If he can
corner the British and Prussians before their Russian and Austrian allies arrive, his genius will lead the French armies to triumph at
Waterloo. In the Balkans, preparing a thrust northwards into Central Europe to block the Russians and Austrians, a horde of
Muslim mercenaries is gathering. They are inclined toward Napoleon because of his conversion to Islam during the Egyptian
campaign, but they will not move without a shipment of gold ingots from Sheik Ibn Hazm which, according to British intelligence, is
on its way via camel caravan to the coast of North Africa. It is this gold that Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin must at all costs
intercept. The fate of Europe hinges on their desperate mission. "The Hundred Days is certain to delight O'Brian's fans, for whom
happiness is an unending stream of Aubrey/Maturin books....[It] is a fine novel that stands proudly on the shelf with the
others."—Los Angeles Times
"...a superbly illustrated volume of maps, art, line drawings, photographs, artifacts, charts and graphs of warfare as it was fought
over 260 years in Europe, the Crimea, North America, and India, written by one of the greatest military chroniclers of this
century....This is a work that all military buffs will want to read, own and treasure, as well as refer to time and time again for every
nugget of information that can be gleaned."--Military History. "Every chapter...was first-rate..."--PC Gamer.
This carefully researched book provides an operational level analysis of European warfare from 1792 to 1815 that includes the
tactics, operations, and strategy of major conflicts of the time. • Integrates topics as diverse as naval warfare, maneuver warfare,
compound warfare, and counterinsurgency • Covers major campaigns during the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars that
reflect elements of operational art • Includes short biographies of key figures that help add depth to readers' understanding of the
players behind the battles • Provides a chronology of major campaigns of the Napoleonic Wars • Uses modern models to examine
campaigns of the period
Renowned for its accuracy, brevity, and readability, this book has long been the gold standard of concise histories of the
Napoleonic Wars. Now in an updated and revised edition, it is unique in its portrayal of one of the world's great generals as a
scrambler who never had a plan, strategic or tactical, that did not break down or change of necessity in the field. Distinguished
historian Owen Connelly argues that Napoleon was the master of the broken play, so confident of his ability to improvise, cover his
own mistakes, and capitalize on those of the enemy that he repeatedly plunged his armies into uncertain, seemingly desperate
situations, only to emerge victorious as he "blundered" to glory. Beginning with a sketch of Napoleon's early life, the book
progresses to his command of artillery at Toulon and the "whiff of grapeshot" in Paris that netted him control of the Army of Italy,
where his incredible performance catapulted him to fame. The author vividly traces Napoleon's campaigns as a general of the
French Revolution and emperor of the French, knowledgeably analyzing each battle's successes and failures. The author depicts
Napoleon's "art of war" as a system of engaging the enemy, waiting for him to make a mistake, improvising a plan on the spot-and
winning. Far from detracting from Bonaparte's reputation, his blunders rather made him a great general, a "natural" who depended
on his intuition and ability to read battlefields and his enemy to win. Exploring this neglected aspect of Napoleon's battlefield
genius, Connelly at the same time offers stirring and complete accounts of all the Napoleonic campaigns.
First translation into English of Clausewitz's most important campaign history, which offers key insights into his theoretical classic On War.
Known collectively as the 'Great War', for over a decade the Napoleonic Wars engulfed not only a whole continent but also the overseas
possessions of the leading European states. A war of unprecedented scale and intensity, it was in many ways a product of change that acted
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as a catalyst for upheaval and reform across much of Europe, with aspects of its legacy lingering to this very day. There is a mass of
literature on Napoleon and his times, yet there are only a handful of scholarly works that seek to cover the Napoleonic Wars in their entirety,
and fewer still that place the conflict in any broader framework. This study redresses the balance. Drawing on recent findings and applying a
'total' history approach, it explores the causes and effects of the conflict, and places it in the context of the evolution of modern warfare. It
reappraises the most significant and controversial military ventures, including the war at sea and Napoleon's campaigns of 1805-9. The study
gives an insight into the factors that shaped the war, setting the struggle in its wider economic, cultural, political and intellectual dimensions.
An essential volume of Napoleon’s wisdom on the art of war. Nearly two hundred years after his death, Napoleon remains widely regarded
as one of the greatest military commanders of all time. Here, in one volume, is the essence of Napoleon’s knowledge and wisdom, the fruit of
his practical experience, and his study of the great empire-builders from Alexander to Frederick the Great. Working from the best among
previous editions of Napoleon’s maxims, including the work produced in 1901 by William E. Cairnes, noted Napoleonic historian David G.
Chandler has contributed commentary that examines Napoleon’s work from the twentieth-century perspective of the two world wars,
Vietnam, and other conflicts, and analyzes the ways in which commanders have observed or failed to observe Napoleon’s teachings. The
Military Maxims of Napoleon is a unique collection of tenets on the art of war. They reveal the principles on which his military, diplomatic, and
political triumphs were built. Now every military student and enthusiast can benefit from the brilliance of Napoleonic insight and wisdom. “The
Military Maxims of Napoleon provides a most valuable insight into the Napoleonic art of war . . . David G. Chandler is the foremost modern
authority on the subject, which makes this work essential reading.” —Philip J. Haythornthwaite, author of Invincible Generals Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about World
War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution,
gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work
might not otherwise find a home.
A grunt’s-eye report from the battlefield in the spirit of The Red Badge of Courage and All Quiet on the Western Front—the only known
account by a common soldier of the campaigns of Napoleon’s Grand Army between 1806 and 1813. When eighteen-year-old German
stonemason Jakob Walter was conscripted into the Grand Army of Napoleon, he had no idea of the trials that lay ahead. The long, grueling
marches in Prussia and Poland sacrificed countless men to Bonaparte’s grand designs. And the disastrous Russian campaign tested human
endurance on an epic scale. Demoralized by defeat in a war few supported or understood, deprived of ammunition and leadership, driven
past reason by starvation and bitter cold, men often turned on one another, killing fellow soldiers for bread or an able horse. Though there are
numerous surviving accounts of the Napoleonic Wars written by officers, Walter’s is the only known memoir by a draftee, and as such is a
unique and fascinating document—a compelling chronicle of a young soldier’s loss of innocence as well as an eloquent and moving portrait of
the profound effects of war on the men who fight it. Professor Marc Raeff has added an Introduction to the memoirs as well as six letters
home from the Russian front, previously unpublished in English, from German conscripts who served concurrently with Walter. The volume is
illustrated with engravings and maps, contemporary with the manuscript, from the Russian/Soviet and East European collections of the New
York Public Library. Honest, heartfelt, deeply personal yet objective, The Diary of a Napoleonic Foot Soldier is more than an informative and
absorbing historical document—it is a timeless and unforgettable account of the horrors of war.
The masterful saga of Bonaparte's twenty-six military Marshals by Napoleonic authority Delderfield is set against the dramatic backdrop of
the French Revolution, Napoleon's rise and his conquests, and the restoration of the Bourbon monarchs.
Offers incisive portraits on the indecisive Tsar Alexander I and the brilliant but vain napoleon, their calamitous confrontation, the dissolution of
the great French army.
Marking the 200th anniversary of his death, Napoleon is an unprecedented portrait of the emperor told through his engagement with the
natural world. “How should one envisage this subject? With a great pomp of words, or with simplicity?” —Charlotte Brontë, “The Death of
Napoleon” The most celebrated general in history, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821) has for centuries attracted eminent male writers. Since
Thomas Carlyle first christened him “our last Great Man,” regiments of biographers have marched across the same territory, weighing
campaigns and conflicts, military tactics and power politics. Yet in all this time, no definitive portrait of Napoleon has endured, and a mere
handful of women have written his biography—a fact that surely would have pleased him. With Napoleon, Ruth Scurr, one of our most
eloquent and original historians, emphatically rejects the shibboleth of the “Great Man” theory of history, instead following the dramatic
trajectory of Napoleon’s life through gardens, parks, and forests. As Scurr reveals, gardening was the first and last love of Napoleon, offering
him a retreat from the manifold frustrations of war and politics. Gardens were, at the same time, a mirror image to the battlefields on which he
fought, discrete settings in which terrain and weather were as important as they were in combat, but for creative rather than destructive
purposes. Drawing on a wealth of contemporary and historical scholarship, and taking us from his early days at the military school in Briennele-Château through his canny seizure of power and eventual exile, Napoleon frames the general’s story through the green spaces he
cultivated. Amid Corsican olive groves, ornate menageries in Paris, and lone garden plots on the island of Saint Helena, Scurr introduces a
diverse cast of scientists, architects, family members, and gardeners, all of whom stood in the shadows of Napoleon’s meteoric rise and fall.
Building a cumulative panorama, she offers indelible portraits of Augustin Bon Joseph de Robespierre, the younger brother of Maximilien
Robespierre, who used his position to advance Napoleon’s career; Marianne Peusol, the fourteen-year-old girl manipulated into a ChristmasEve assassination attempt on Napoleon that resulted in her death; and Emmanuel, comte de Las Cases, the atlas maker to whom Napoleon
dictated his memoirs. As Scurr contends, Napoleon’s dealings with these people offer unusual and unguarded opportunities to see how he
grafted a new empire onto the remnants of the ancien régime and the French Revolution. Epic in scale and novelistic in its detail, Napoleon,
with stunning illustrations, is a work of revelatory range and depth, revealing the contours of the general’s personality and power as no
conventional biography can.

Describes Napoleon Bonaparte's invasion of Egypt in 1798, the first attack on a Middle Eastern country by a Western
power in modern times, examining Napoleon's military victories, his declaration of himself as emperor, the introduction of
the Napoleonic Code, and the legacy of his expedition. Reprint.
An insightful and well informed account on Napoleon's generalship.
True, first-hand accounts of combat and soldiering from the men who fought for Napoleon Bonparte and the First French
Empire: “Fascinating stuff” (Stuart Asquith, author of Military Modelling). The French side of the Napoleonic Wars is
often presented from a strategic point of view, or in terms of military organization and battlefield tactics, or through
officers’ memoirs. Fighting for Napoleon:French Soldiers’ Letters, 1799–1815, based on more than sixteen hundred
letters written by French soldiers of the Napoleonic armies, shares the perspectives and experiences of the lowest,
ordinary ranks of the army who fought on the frontlines. Authors Bernard Wilkin and René Wilkin provide an informative
read of common soldiers’ lives for military and cultural historians as well as a fascinating counterpoint to the memoirs of
Cpt. Jean-Roch Coignet, Col. Marcellin de Marbot, or Sgt. Adrien Bourgogne. “A superb guide to the experience and
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motivation of military service that is based on a wide trawl of relevant letters . . . A first-rate work that is of much wider
significance.” —Professor Jeremy Black, author of The Battle of Waterloo “Provides the reader with a good insight into
the lives of ordinary French of the Napoleonic Wars . . . Direct accounts of campaigns and battle, recruitment and
training, barrack life, the experience of captivity and being wounded are all here, based on letters written most by
uneducated men to their immediate family . . . This really is fascinating stuff, and surely a ‘must’ for students of
Napoleonic warfare.” —Stuart Asquith, author of Military Modelling: Guide to Solo Wargaming
The Campaigns of NapoleonSimon and Schuster
This Very Short Introduction might prove disappointing to those expecting an introduction to a very short man. Dispelling
the myth of Napoleon Bonaparte's short stature, as well as the other rumors and legends, David A. Bell provides a
concise, accurate, and lively portrait of Napoleon Bonaparte's character and career, situating him firmly in historical
context. This book emphasizes the astonishing sense of human possibility--for both good and ill--that Napoleon
represented. By his late twenties, Napoleon was already one of the greatest generals in European history. At thirty, he
had become absolute master of Europe's most powerful country. In his early forties, he ruled a European empire more
powerful than any since Rome, fighting wars that changed the shape of the continent and brought death to millions. Then
everything collapsed, leading him to spend his last years in miserable exile in the South Atlantic. Bell underscores the
importance of the French Revolution in understanding Napoleon's career. The revolution made possible the
unprecedented concentration of political authority that Napoleon accrued, and his success in mobilizing human and
material resources for war. Without the political changes brought about by the revolution, Napoleon could not have fought
his wars. Without the wars, he could not have seized and held onto power. Though his virtual dictatorship betrayed the
ideals of liberty and equality, his life and career were revolutionary.
Having suffered a massive reversal of fortunes in Russia Napoleon found himself confronted, in Germany, by the
combined forces of Russia, Prussia, and Austria. After the disaster of Leipzig Napoleon’s German allies fell away and he
was forced to fall back, beyond the borders of France. Offered a negotiated peace on the basis of a return to the
pre-1792 borders, Napoleon chose to continue to fight, trusting in his star. He was, however, desperate for troops and
short of horses and cash. Cornered and threatened by three armies invading from the north, northeast, and east, every
chance to stop the Allies had to be taken and there was desperate battle after desperate battle. Of all his campaigns,
Napoleon’s 1814 campaign was one of his most brilliant. Eventually, after several terrible defeats, the Allies refused to
engage him in battle when he confronted them. Instead they pushed their other two armies forward, slowly driving him
back as he rushed to block the advance of the other armies on Paris. This strategy proved successful and eventually
Napoleon was obliged to abdicate when his marshals refused to fight further.
A glorious?and conclusive?chronicle of the wars waged by one of the most polarizing figures in military history Acclaimed
on both sides of the Atlantic as a new standard on the subject, this sweeping, boldly written history of the Napoleonic era
reveals its central protagonist as a man driven by an insatiable desire for fame, and determined ?to push matters to
extremes.? More than a myth-busting portrait of Napoleon, however, it offers a panoramic view of the armed conflicts that
spread so quickly out of revolutionary France to countries as remote as Sweden and Egypt. As it expertly moves through
conflicts from Russia to Spain, Napoleon?s Wars proves to be history writing equal to its subject?grand and
ambitious?that will reframe the way this tumultuous era is understood.
Napoleon, militære Karriere, hærfører, føring; Marskaller; Generaler; Würmser; Alvintzy; Blücher; Wellington; Würmser;
Alvintzy; Ærkehertig Carl;
A reference work on the Napoleonic Wars which covers all the important soldiers, sailors, strategies, armaments and
battles that shaped Napoleon's career. Includes information on the campaigns led by Napoleon as well as related events
such as the Peninsular War.
Having returned from Egypt and seized power as First Consul, Napoleon led the Army of the Reserve against the
Austrian Army besieging Genoa. After a period of skirmishing and maneuvering, Melas, the Austrian commander,
launched a surprise attack on the morning of June 14, 1800. The attack initially drove the French back to Marengo village
and, despite committing the Consular Guard, by 3pm the French were retreating. Believing he had won, the wounded
Melas left the field to his Chief-of-Staff, Zach. The timely arrival of Desaix's Division led by Kellerman's cavalry and the 9e
Legere threw the Austrians into confusion, turned the battle in Napoleon's favor, thus securing his position as First
Consul and ensuring French dominance of the continent for the next decade.
In 216BC Hannibal brought about the destruction of the Roman army at Cannae using the classical manoeuvre of the
double envelopment: in 1941, the German commander von Runstedt brought off a similar manouevre against the
Russians at Kiev and won an equally crushing defeat. In this book, the author sets out to demonstrate the constant
factors that have underlain the strategy and tactics of the great commanders, from Alexander the Great to Marshal
Zukhov.
Napoleonic war was nothing if not complex—an ever-shifting kaleidoscope of moves and intentions, which by themselves
went a long way towards baffling and dazing his conventionally-minded opponents into that state of disconcerting moral
disequilibrium which so often resulted in their catastrophic defeat. The Campaigns of Napoleon is an exhaustive analysis
and critique of Napoleon's art of war as he himself developed and perfected it in the major military campaigns of his
career. Napoleon disavowed any suggestion that he worked from formula, but military historian David Chandler
demonstrates this was at best only a half-truth. To be sure, every operation Napoleon conducted contained unique
improvisatory features. But there were from the first to the last certain basic principles of strategic maneuver and
battlefield planning that he almost invariably put into practice. To clarify these underlying methods, as well as the style of
Napoleon's fabulous intellect, Mr. Chandler examines in detail each campaign mounted and personally conducted by
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Napoleon, analyzing the strategies employed, revealing wherever possible the probable sources of his subject's military
ideas.
Austerlitz, Wagram, Borodino, Trafalgar, Leipzig, Waterloo: these are the places most closely associated with the era of
the Napoleonic Wars. But how did this period of nearly continuous conflict affect the world beyond Europe? The
immensity of the fighting waged by France against England, Prussia, Austria, and Russia, and the immediate
consequences of the tremors that spread throughout the world. In this ambitious and far-ranging work, Alexander
Mikaberidze argues that the Napoleonic Wars can only be fully understood in an international perspective. France
struggled for dominance not only on the plains of Europe but also in the Americas, West and South Africa, Ottoman
Empire, Iran, India, Indonesia, the Philippines, Mediterranean Sea, and the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. Taking specific
regions in turn, Mikaberidze discusses major political-military events around the world and situates geopolitical decisionmaking within its long- and short-term contexts. From the British expeditions to Argentina and South Africa to the FrancoRussian maneuvering in the Ottoman Empire, the effects of the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars would shape
international affairs well into the next century. In Egypt, the wars led to the rise of Mehmed Ali and the emergence of a
powerful state; in North America, the period transformed and enlarged the newly established United States; and in South
America, the Spanish colonial empire witnessed the start of national-liberation movements that ultimately ended imperial
control. Skillfully narrated and deeply researched, here at last is the global history of the period, one that expands our
view of the Napoleonic Wars and their role in laying the foundations of the modern world.
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